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Osrs ironman guide 2020

Author: @OzirisLoL Thank you Oziris for creating this guide in the first place, without this content this website would not exist and many IronMan accounts would be gimps. You can support Oziris by sending a tip/donation his way: paypal.me/ozirisrs Web Developer &amp; Editor: @NightleafTV I created this website version of the guide with only purpose of
following Oziris's guide myself but didn't like trying to read the words that were unorganized and against a sleek white background. I developed this website during a weekend with the expectation that maybe some of my friends and myself would use it, but have now viewed it more than 100,000 times since it was created. The ads on the site go towards the
time and effort to create this version of the guide, so I would appreciate those who disable adblock! Thank you for this guide! Goodluck scaping! Some players like the challenge of the game Old School Runescape on their own, which is why Ironman mode is integrated into the game. Because you can't trade with other players, skill training methods vary
significantly and may require additional planning. This OSRS Ironman startup guide gives you a general picture of what your skill paths should look like with either F2P or P2P. If you're not an Ironman, grab some OSRS Gold from PlayerAuctions to get yourself in front of the game! OSRS F2P Ironman GuideWhen the experience rate is slower and lacks
content, even regular accounts are difficult to max out F2P. Fortunately, some players made it by sticking linear paths to grinding. Read on for some great OSRS Ironman tips.Combat &amp; Prayer &amp; RangeAs your missions are quite limited in the free version, you can only use Vampire Slayer to start some attack levels. After that, low-level monsters
like goblins, chickens or cows (on the skin) would be a good place to start. Big Bones is the meta of prayer training, and it's going to be extremely slow for an Ironman. That's why killing the Hill Giants would be a meta combat training, as you need every bone you can get. In addition, you can buy keys to fight Obor, which drops gear upgrades and noted Big
Bones.For range, you can continue to kill monsters to drop Big Bones to continue the prayer grind. Ogressi is always an option, as it drops both bones and valuable items. Ironman Magic Guide for F2P OSRSSince Ironmen still have access to rune shops, this is where you'll probably get the most runes. At the low level, it would be a good idea to train Fire
Strike with the Ogress Warriors to amass many GP's more runes. With nature runes that start to accumulate, you can use it for future high alchemy training. If you have enough money, you can also splash strike or screw spells with some simple AFK experience. Ironman Crafting &amp; Mining &amp; Smithing It's inevitable that mine pretty much all smithing
materials, so both skills go hand in hand. Obviously, start out mining copper &amp; tin to bronze equipment to get the starting level out of the way. You can also get an early boost mining experience with Doric Quest.Once you can smell silver bars, it's a good idea to passively train smithing while actively training crafting by making tiaras. These tiaras can be
reserved for training in Runecrafting or sold in the general store by many GP's. For the remaining osrs ironman forging training, you can choose to use iron or steel rods and blacksmith plate bodies until you get Level 99. If you find it difficult to find a free mining site for coal &amp; iron, the skeleton mine above Edgeville is usually empty and close to a
furnace. Wood Cutting &amp; Firemaking Since there are no usable logs for F2P, it would be a good idea to train Wood cutting &amp; Firemaking together. Once you can create a rune axe for forging, the training meta would be cutting and burning willow logs. OSRS Ironman Runecrafting GuideRunecrafting is a very slow skill for F2P, as you'll probably own
the most Rune Essence yourself. If you collect various talismans, you can gain quick experience making Tiaras, although this has a very limited capacity. In the end, your best experience will be crafting Body Runes up to 99.Fishing &amp; Cooking GuideLow-level fishing is fairly linear, as you should only net and bait shrimp until you can catch trout.
Alternatively, you can also use the Evil Bob random event to gain easy fishing experience to skip low-level training. In the end, the meta gets fan fishing barbarian village and cooking fish on fire when the inventory is full. OSRS Ironman Guide P2PWith P2P comes with even more skill, new training gear and lots of new missions. For an Ironman, it makes skill
training even more dynamic. Instead of going through every possible training method, we go through the optimal way to max out.Combat &amp; SlayerStarting out of the Ironman, you can always get the melee stats up to different missions to shave off a lot of time. It includes Vampire Slayer, Witch's House, Waterfall Quest, Tree Gnome Village, Fight Arena
and Dragon Slayer. This gets enough basic statistics to use rune and adamantite equipment. If you are only interested in efficiency, you can dedicate the whole melee grind to training Hunter. Not only does it give you gear upgrades and money to train other skills, you'll probably max out both your fighting and hunting skills around the same time. RangeRange
can be trained on the site of the Hunter, bossing and low-level content bows or the Dorgeshuun crossbow. Once you get around 70+, it would be more efficient to reserve range training with the Chinchompas that you get with Hunter skill. They must be used in mm1 or MM2 tunnels. OSRS Ironman Magic útmutatóEarly útmutatóEarly Training should sustain
the Fire Striking Dragons or Hill Giants to gain bones in early prayer experience. Beyond that, you need to train using a high level of alchemy while doing other activities like agility. At high enough levels, you can also use Ice Burst during certain hunter tasks and Trident of the Seas for bosses. Prayer You can get early prayer levels out of the way by doing
quests in the early game. From then on, you have to save all dragon bones and eager heads to train for prayer later. Bones should be used in addition to the altar of POH or Ectofuntus. Ensouled heads offer a lot of easy experience when used in resuscitation spells at Dark Altar.FletchingMost Ironmen agree that wide arrows are the most effective way to get
99 fletching. It's extremely slow at the beginning as you can create axes and headless arrows at low experience rates. Once you have accumulated enough gold and hit the required Hunter level, you will get very fast experience and fletch between other activities. FiremakingAside burning logs that at the early level out of the way, you spend your time in
Wintertodt to complete Firemaking. The reward chests from this mini game include some useful skilling items like fish and seeds. You can also get passive wood cutting and fletching experience on the way level 99.OSRS Ironman Fishing GuideThere are many paths to fishing training P2P. You might skip the low-level content by completing the Sea Slug
quest and doing some Evil Bob random events. Technically speaking, doing barbaric fishing is the best route for 99 fishing, as you will be given a lot of agility and strength levels along the way. If you decide to cut the fish, you can gain a marginal amount of cooking experience as well. Cooking There are many ways to start cooking depending on where you
are in the game. If you don't have fish to cook, you can buy and cook items at Culinaromancer's Chest or Rufus meat shop in Canafis. If you unlock wines, the grind goes even faster. After 65 cooking, it is recommended to make pineapple pizzas at the Hosidius Mess Hall. It also requires 45% hosidius benefit, which is relatively easy to achieve. OSRS
Ironman Crafting GuideYou can get low level crafting out of the way of questing, making jewelry and bowstrings. Once you unlock molten glass, it will be the most crafting grind. To make buckets of sand, the new meta mining sandstone and grinding them with the new Sandstorm grinder. For seaweed, there is no comparison of giant seaweed obtained from
underwater farming spots on Fossil Island. Apart from that you can buy regular seaweed from charter boats. MiningNow low-level content can be skipped on missions and you can have power iron ore until you unlock higher levels of content. The Rune Pickaxe is probably your choice and you may have bought several stores or dropped some monsters. If you
decide to go on the Sandstorm route to gain sand crafting, you'll get a great chunk of mining experience here. Otherwise, the Motherlode Mine is a relaxing way to train while acquiring ores from the Smithing grind. For more runescape, check out this: OSRS Magic Guide 1-99OSRS Ironman Smithing GuideWith smithing, you can choose to passively train
your skill in ore-given mining and monster drops. In particular, you can convert the steel rods into cannonballs to help the Hunter grind. If you've accumulated a large cash stack, you can simply buy your way to Level 99 at the blast furnace. If you use goldsmith gloves, buying gold ore and forging it is the quickest way to train your skill. Otherwise, you can
create other metal rods and blacksmith them with elements in the immediate vicinity of the anvils. AgilityIt is best not to start quests like Tourist Trap to skip low-level training. As already mentioned, it would be effective to train fishing for the first time in barbaric fishing, as you get a fairly high level without a single course. After that, train the highest rooftop
course available while doing high-level alchemy or fletching arrows between steps. ThievingThieving is a repetitive yet fast skill that you can start at any time on your Ironman trip. Start with pickpocketing men, then steal Cake stalls for some beginner food to use for missions. Pickpocket warrior women and then master farmers until they reach 45 levels.
From there, Blackjacking bandits are the recommended route to go level 99.Herblore can be considered the slowest skill to level 99, as you need to obtain all the material from scratch. If you have a Herb Sack, you can fill in the inventory as you train Hunter. Aside from that, most of the herbs are likely to come from farming and the kingdom of
Miscelleni.FarmingFarming is a skill that will be acquired passively as you progress to hunter training. Collect the seeds you can buy from monsters or birds nests through Birdhouses. At the very least, you can regularly grow herbs, limpwurt roots, pie grass and berries, so you have enough material to make 99 Herblore.HunterHunter has a slow grind at the
beginning, so doing the Varrock Museum minigame should be done to level 9. From there, you can do avi houses at passive level until you unlock gray or red chinchompas. If you get to level 99 through Red Chinchompas, it should be enough for most of the Range training. RunecraftingIf you don't like training runecrafting like most players, you can get to
early levels with The Eyes of Glouphrie, Moon Diplomacy and Experience Lamps. Once you have access to the Lunar Spellbook and Ourania Altar, you can choose to grind it to level 99. You can also craft Nature Runes through Abyss.ConstructionThis is a skill that must be moving slowly as you make money from hunter and theft. A cheap way to get started
would be to pick up regular planks from the barbaric outpost and use them to build chairs or shelves. The most popular method of training at medium-high levels is to cut oak logs, and the butler that runs the sawmill. These oak logs will then be used to make oak larders or Oak Dungeon Doors. For more runescape, check out this: OSRS Agility Guide for 1-
99Final ThoughtsThe tips given in this OSRS Ironman Guide are merely suggestions for a practical way to train. Because Runescape has a variety of content and this game is all about choice, you can train your skills in any order or way. Once you receive the Max Cape, you can only unlock the potential to kill bosses and enjoy other content in this game.
Game.
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